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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss the existence of periodic solutions of some 
stationary linear nonhomogeneous systems. For the ordinary differential 
systems, as well as for the difference-differential ones, the results exposed 
here are well known and can also be obtained by other means. For instance, a 
method (used for variable coefficients too) consists in the examination of 
translation by a period along the solutions of the system, this translation 
operator being a compact one (see, for example, [3]). However for other 
systems, and we are interested first of all in systems of the neutral type, this 
method is of no use because the translation operator is, generally, not compact. 
That is why we shall consider another operator U defined on the space of 
2n-periodic C” functions. An operator of the same kind is used for many 
purposes in the theory of partial differential equations. The adjoint operator 
tU is defined over a space of periodic distributions and we shall be interested 
in the solutions of the equation “Ly == f, For this purpose we establish some 
conditions which imply that U should be a homomorphisml. The utility 
of homomorphisms when studying equations derives from the following 
extension of Banach’s theorem (see [Z]): Let E,F be Frechet spaces and 
1,’ : E + F a linear operator. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(m) CT is a homomorphism; 
(/3) C’(E) is closed in F; 
(y) l..; is continuous and possesses a continuous right inverse i.e., there is 
a continuous linenr operator I’ : C’(E) + E so that UVf =: f for all f E U(E); 
(6) C,’ is continuous and for f E E’ the equation “Cy = f has a solution ;f 
and only <f.f is orthogonal to every solution of the homogeneous equation Ux = 0”. 
1 According to [Z] a linear operatur C from the locally convex space E into the 
locally convex space F is called a homomorphism, if the canonical algebraic isomorphism 
E/U-‘(O) -F is also a topological one. This holds if and only if Ii is continuous 
and U(G) is open in U(E) for any open set G. 
2 E’, F’ are the adjoint spaces of B, P’. 
12 
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The use of distributions is essential in our method, for the adjoint of the 
function space quoted above is a distribution space. Thus the solutions of 
the equation “Uy = f are generalized solutions. For systems of neutral type 
the framework of distributions seems to be useful in any case, because the 
simplest neutral systems have generalized solutions. The scalar equation 
k.(t) - qt - h) = 0 
is satisfied by any h-periodic distribution. We discuss also the existence of 
solutions of class Cm. 
The homomorphism condition for stationary operators which we shall 
find is given in terms of the Fourier series (transform) of a certain distribution 
related to the operator U; i.e. it is given by the asymptotical behavior of the 
characteristic function on the integer points of the imaginary axis. For 
systems of neutral type this condition is determined by the behavior of 
some quasipolynomials on the imaginary axis (see Section 4) and sometimes 
it is connected to problems of number theory. 
In Section 2 we recall some properties concerning the space of periodic 
distributions introduced in [7] and we give some simple extensions. In 
Section 3 we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for an operator to 
be a homorphism. In Section 4 we discuss systems of the neutral type. 
The method exposed here can be extended without difficulties for studying 
the existence of periodic solutions of partial differential equations which 
are periodic with respect to all variables. It seems that this method is also 
useful for discussing the existence of such solutions which, in addition, are 
odd with respect to some variables. This kind of question may arise if 
discussing the existence of periodic solutions of some boundary-value 
problems (see [4, 81). 
2. BASIC SPACES 
We designate by 9 respectively G9 the real, respectively complex, l- 
dimensional space normed by the Euclidian norm. Let 9 be the space of 
functions 9?? - V of class Cm, which are 2r-periodic. We define the locally 
convex topology of 9’ by the norms /I * //,,8 , m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., where 
Dj being the differential operator of orderj. 9 is a FrCchet space and also a 
Monte1 space. In the adjoint space P we introduce the strong topology. B’ 
is isomorphic to the 2a-periodic distributions subspace of the space 9’ of all 
the distributions (see [7]). We shall call the elements of .Y’, 2rr-periodic 
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distributions. The multiplication by functions, the translation and tht 
derivation are defined in 9’ to be the usual methods of the theory of distri- 
butions. 
Let g be an element of 9’. For any p) E 9’ u-e put 
It is easy to verify that 1+5 is an element of 9 and that the linear operator v ---f J/J 
of .9 into Y is a continuous one. The adjoint of this operator 9” + 9 is 
the convolution operator by g. Its value on a distributionfE 9 is denoted by 
g *f and is called the convolution of the distribution f by g. Thus the con- 
volution g *f is defined for v E 9 by 
(v,g *f> = <<dt + G,g(t)hfW 
This convolution is defined for any pair of distributions f, g belonging to 
9’. The operator g, -+ # may also be represented as a convolution 4 = g’ * p, 
where ” is the symmetry: c+(t) = p(t), if g, ~9 and if .f~9”, thenflgp is 
defined by 
<%f) = <6f >, for ipEP. 
The convolution defined above is associative and commutative. Also if 
‘TV is the translation by h, 
(wW = p)(t - h), for FEY, 
<%f > T> = Cf > T-?@h for CpEP’, fEP 
and 6 is the measure of Dirac, then &*f) =(W*f,& *f) 
= (qg)*f,L?*f -f. 
The Fourier series of y E .9, 
1 -7r 
c,eint, c, = - 
J 257 --ii 
p)(t) evint dt, n = 0, fl, &2 ,..., 
converge in 9’ to 9 and the system {ei”“} is a basis in 9’. We have immediately 
that if g, E 8, then 
,$I_r, 14Plc,i =O, for all p > 0. 
Conversely, if the two-sided numerical sequence {c,} verifies (l), then the series 
Cn cneint converge to a function y E 9. 
The Fourier coefficients of a distribution f E 9”’ are 
c, = & (e-tnt, f (t)} 
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and the Fourier series Cn c,eint converge in 9’ to f (see [7]). The system 
{ei*“} is a basis in 8’. For any f E 8’, there is p > 0, so that the Fourier 
coefficients off ver;fv 
,p& I 11 I--p I c, 1 = 0. (2) 
Conversely, let {c~} be a two-sided numerical sequence; if there is p 2 0, so 
tlrat (2) holds, then En c,eint converge to a distribution of .P’ (see [7]). 
The Fourier coefficients of a convolution are given by 
cn(f *g) = 2ml(f) c,(g). 
The following proposition is an analog of a result established in [7] for 9’. 
PROPOSITION 1. If U is a continuous linear operator 9 ---f 8, the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(i) U is stationary (i.e. q&U = L’T~ for any h); 
(ii) IJ is a convolution operator; i.e., there is r ~9’ so that 
ucp=I:*rf, for any ~‘9’; 
(iii) U commutes with the diflerential operator, DU = UD; 
64 eint are eigenfunctions of U; i.e., 
Ueint == a,eint 
(4) 
Moreover zjc(iv) holds, then (27r- Ian are theFourier coefficients of the distribution f. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). We first show that 
“Uk *f) = (“Ug) *f, for any g,f E.V. (5) 
In fact, for v E 8, we have 
and (5) holds. For f E B’, this yields “Uf = tU(6 *f) = (“I&) *f and thus 
“Uf = r *f, for any f EP’, where we have put r = tU6. Thus, Up = r’* T, 
for ?EY’. 
(ii) 3 (iii). In fact, for y E 8, we have 
DU, = D(f * ‘p) = r’ * (D?) = UDp. 
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(iii) 3 (iv). We put Z/J == r5’einf. Then, 
Q/J : nCreinl mm ~‘~ei?Li ~-_ [,iinei??l r inl.Teint = in$. 
The solutions of the differential equation DI,!J = in# are $(t) = a@ and (iv) 
holds. 
(iv) * (i). We have 
Thus U and Q commute on the elements of the basis (ei”“) and this yields 
7hU9 = UQ for all. 
We now assume that (iv) holds. By (3) we obtain 
F c,(f) c,(eznt) eint .-= 2n C c%(P) eint, 
11 
By comparing with (4) we deduce that 2rrc,(r’) = a, and this achieves the proof. 
As we have seen in the above proof, the distribution r of the condition 
(ii) is uniquely determined by v = tC’6. We note also that analogous 
properties may be established for the operators .Y’ - Y’. 
We also consider vector distributions with values in V. Let P be the 
topological product of 1 spaces equal to 9’. We designate the elements of 9 
by the column vectors, 9) = t(~l ,..., yl), p)3 E 9. The elements of the adjoint 
space Yz are the column vectors f = “(fr ,. . ., fi), f, E 9”, the scalar product 
being defined by 
A linear operator A : P + 9’ is represented, by an 1 x Z-matrix A = (Aij), 
where Aij are linear operators Y ---f B and for p E P, y = “(yl ,..., &, 
we have 
Ap, = ‘i i A,,pj ,..., i A,jcpjj . 
j-1 j=l 
Obviously, A is continuous if and only if the Aij are continuous. The same 
remarks are also true for the linear operators P1 - Yz. We have immediately 
that if A = (&) is a linear continuous operator 9 + F, then the adjoint 
operator tA : .Yz + Y1 has the matrix tA = (tAji). If F = (fij) is a 
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distribution matrix, fij E Y, we define the convolution F t g, for g E 9”l, 
g = yg, ,a.., gJ, gi E 8’3 by 
F*g=t 
The operator g -F * g is the adjoint of CP - 8’ * 9 defined on Yz, where 
p = t.Li,. 
The subspace Vn of all the vectors ceint, c = t(~l ,..., CJ is isomorphic to 
the complex Euclidean space $9. We consider in Yn the Euclidean norm 
( ceint j = ( il I cj,1y2. 
From the Fourier expansion we deduce that any element of YL (respectively 
9”“) has a unique representation as a series with terms belonging to Vn. 
The assertions concerning the behavior of the Fourier coefficients of scalar 
functions and distributions [formulae (1) and (2)] also remain valid for 
vector functions and distributions; one must only replace the modulus by 
the norms of the vector Fourier coefficients. 
Let F = ( fij) be a distribution matrix, fij E 9’. We say that the matrix 
c, = (CZ), c; = cn(fij) are the Fourier coefficients of F. There is p 2 0, 
so that3 
,p& 1 n I--p / c, / = 0. (6) 
Let {C,} be a sequence of numerical matrices; if there exists p 3: 0 so that (6) 
holds, then there is a unique distribution matrix F = ( fii) with C, as Fourier 
coefficients. 
One immediately verifies that for F = ( fii), fii E Y, g E 8’” we have 
G(F * g) = 237 G(F) en(g) (7) 
and thus 
I G(F * g)i < 2~ I G(F)1 I 4g)l. (8) 
Proposition 1 also remains valid for the operators U : :Pz + 9, the 
condition (iv) being replaced by 
(iv’) the subspaces T@, n = 0, 51, 52 ,..., aye invariant for U; i.e., 
there are numerical matrices A, so that 
Moreover, if (iv’) holds, then (2~)-l A, are the Fourier coejkients of l? = (jii). 
s The norm of a matrix C is 1 C j = A, where A2 is the greatest eigenvalue of C*C. 
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3. STATIONARY HOMOMORPHISMS 
Let u : Yz + gz be a continuous stationary linear operator. By Proposition 
1 extended to operators .Yz ----f .Yz, there is a unique matrix of distributions 
R = (rij), rij E 8’ so that L’v = &’ * p), for p E 9’ and tCf =- K e,f, for 
f E .p’z. We denote the Fourier coefficients of R bv (‘,, = (cz), where cz arc 
the Fourier coefficients of Pii , 
CiJ = Cn(fiJ z: zf;- <(?-int, n ;I,,w. 
The Fourier coefficients of rij satisfy c,~(T~~) = c-,(qii), and we deduce 
that the Fourier coefficients of H are the matrices (~2~) = K’+ . 
By (7) follows that if 
then 
and if 
f =- Cc,(f)eint,fEPz, 
(9) 
then 
tr Tf .= 1 “C,c,( .f ) et. (10) 
Since (9) and (10) hold, the kernel of U (respectively “U) is equal to the 
closed-in gpl (resp. Yz) linear envelope of all kernels of U (resp. “U) relative 
to Vn. The kernel of U (resp. t U) relative to Yn is the subspace of the vectors 
ceint verifying C,c, = 0 (resp. LC-,Ic, = 0). The matrices C, and “C, have 
the same rank and we have 
PROPOSITION 2. The kernels of lJ (in Y”) and tU (in Yz) are of the same 
dimension. 
If one of these kernels is not of finite dimension, Proposition 2 means that 
both are not of finite dimension. 
THEOREM 1. Let U be a stationary homomorphism. Then tlJPP’z := 8’” 
if and only tf the kernel of t U (in 9”“) is zero. If this condition holds, then t U 
is an algebraic and topological isomorphism of 8” onto Fz. 
Proof. Suppose that t UpI1 = 4 g lz. U-i(O) = (0) for CT-l(O) is the orthogonal 
complement of tUVz. By Proposition 2, the kernel of tlJ is also zero. 
Reciprocally, if the kernel of fU is zero, by Proposition 2 we have 
U-l(O) = (0). From Banach’s theorem (Section 1) we have tUYz = @‘“. 
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Suppose now that the condition of the theorem holds. We shall see that 
U.Yz = P. In fact, the kernel of tU (being equal to zero), the orthogonal 
complement of UPl, and a corollary of the Hahn-Banach theorem imply 
that UP is dense in 8r. The condition (8) of Banach’s theorem implies 
UP L= P. From U-l(O) = (0) we deduce that U has an inverse 
CT-1 . p ---f P. From Banach’s theorem it follows that U-l is continuous. 
Then t( U-l) = (“U-l and this achieves the proof. 
Condition (y) of Banach’s theorem and the theorem exposed above show 
the utility of homomorphisms when studying equations of the type t Uy = f. 
We now discuss conditions for an operator to be a homomorphism. We first 
formulate a lemma of linear algebra. 
Let A : Vz ---f %P be a linear operator #O, A* the adjoint operator, 3?(A) 
the range of A and N(A) the kernel of A. The space +Y can be represented 
as an orthogonal sum 
$7’ -z .9(A) 6 JfqA*) and v = W(A*) @A”(A). (11) 
It is immediate that 
AW(A*) = @A). 
g(A*) and 2(A) are subspaces of the same dimension; thus the restriction 
B of A to 2(/l*) is an invertible operator. Let A2 be the smallest eigenvalue 
#O of A*A. 
LEMMA I. The operator B : 9’(A*) + 9(A) is invertible and its inverse 
B-l : 9?(A) - 2(A*) has the norm 1 B-l I = l/X. 
Proof. This is obvious since o(B*B) = u(A*A) - (0) and a(B*-IB-l) = 
{l/X, h E u(B*B)) and j/ C/1 = sup{X; h E u(C*C)}. u denotes the spectrum. 
Let U : Pz ---f Yz be a continuous stationary linear operator given by the 
matrix of distributions R and let C, be the Fourier coefficients of A. We 
designate by AT12 the smallest eigenvalue #O of C*C, (if C, = 0, we put 
A, = 0). 
PROPOSITION 3. The continuous stationary linear operator U : 9 -+ LSJz 
is a homomorphism if and only if there is K > 0 and p > 0, so that 
X, > KInI-n forany n, A, # 0. (12) 
Proof, The subspace Yn is the orthogonal sum 
vn = B(q) @ Jv-(CJ and Yn = g(CJ @ A’(P). (13) 
Let B, be the restriction of C, to %(C~). By Lemma 1, B, is an isomorphism 
of 22(Cz) onto .%(C,) and / Bzl / = I /h, , if B, f 0. 
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Let gr , Jv; , ga respectively Ha , be closed in dl linear envelopes 
of .%(C$),./tr(C,), S?(C,) respectively &“(C$). Obviously JV; -=. Vi(O). 
The space P can be represented as a topological direct sum: 
.P = .gl + Jv; and 81 _ co2 ,i %A$ . (14) 
In fact, let p be any element of 9, g, = Cn c,eint. By c, E 9”‘” and by (13) 
follows the unique decomposition c, = ck + c: , where CA E .oR(C$), 
c: E dV”( C,). Since 
I cn 12 == 1 c:, 12 + / c; 12, 
the series 
are convergent in P. Thus for any p) E Pz we have 
and, obviously, this decomposition is unique. This yields that Bz is an 
algebraic direct sum of the closed subspaces 9& and Ju; . Then the first of 
formulae (14) derives from [Z] since Pz is a Frechet space. The second of 
the formulae (14) can be obtained by analogous means. 
Let us observe that 
cigl = 2 
2’ (15) 
Assume that condition (12) holds. We shall prove that Z~7.9~ == .%a . If (c, 
is any element of ga , then $J = En c,eint, and c,, E W(C’,). If 6, = B;rc, , 
then b,, E W(C,X). If 6, f 0, then 
Thus, for any q > 0, limn+o? 1 n jQ 1 b, I = 0. This implies the series 
Cn b,eint is convergent in 9 to a function p, belonging to %‘r . Then 
and UP1 = 9a . By (15), UP2 is closed and from the condition (/3) of 
Banach’s theorem we deduce that U is a homomorphism. 
Assume now that U is a homomorphism. We show that (12) holds. By 
Banach’s theorem, UP1 is closed and by (15), UP1 = gz . Let B be the 
restriction of U to 99, . By (14), B92, = rLYz and thus BW, = .%?a . Obviously, 
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B is invertible. By Banach’s theorem the inverse B-i : gz --f 9i is continuous. 
Let V : Y1 - 9 be an extension of B-l, J’y = B-$J, for v E .gz , VT = 0, 
for y E J1/“, . By (14), V is continuous. Moreover, 
i-q = B,lrp, for rig, = 0, for ‘f E .N(Cn*). 
By (13), the subspaces Vn are invariant relatively to V. If G, is the restriction 
of V to 9, then G, : -t’n - V” and 
Since 1 G, 1 = 1 Q1 1, we have 
iG,l =f, if A, f 0, I G,/ = 0, if A, = 0. 
R 
By Proposition 1 (extended to operators .9r - Y), V is a convolution 
operator with G, as Fourier coefficients. By (6) we deduce that there is 
p 3 0 so that lim,nl-tm 1 n 1-p 1 G, / = 0. Thus, there is Ki > 0, so that 
1 G, 1 < Ki ( n IP, for n f 0. This means 
and the A, verify (12). 
Remarks. (a) Let U be a stationary homomorphism and f~ tUg’z. If 
the kernel of U is not zero, then the equation t Uy = f does not have a unique 
solution. However, one can define a continuous linear operator f ---f y. This 
is the restriction of tV (V given in the proof of the above theorem) to the 
subspace t lJ9”r ; i.e., 
tutvf = f, for any f E tUY1. (16) 
In fact, by (14) and since Jr = U-l(O), YL = @i + U-l(O). Thus any 
CJI E gz can be represented as q~ = pl + p2 , q1 E 9i ,v E U--l(O). Since the 
kernel of U is the orthogonal complement of tlJ.9’z, we have 
(%,f) =o for y2 E U-l(O), f E tu,P’z. 
Then, for any q~ E .9r and f E tU.P’L, we have 
(p,tutVf) = (VU,,f) = (VUp,,f) 
= W1&, ,f i = (~1 ,f > = (~1 + vz ,f 1) =- (v,f >. 
and (16) holds. 
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(b) The previous remark shows that the continuous linear operator 
tV : tlJg’z + g’z is the right inverse of U : .9’z --f fLTY”. By [2], tl’ is also 
a homomorphism. 
(c) It is easy to verify that the condition of Proposition 3 always holds 
for ordinary stationary differential equations, for difference-differential 
equations, as well as for integro-differential ones (see Section 4). ‘I‘hr 
matrices C, are the values of the characteristic function of the system on tht 
integer points situated on the imaginary axis. 
We further show that the homomorphism condition is equivalent to the 
existence of some regular solutions. First we establish a lemma. 
Let hJn s1 be a sequence of positive numbers with 
inf{v,,,v,fO,n>l)=O. 
Let h,>k~ 1 be the subsequence defined as follows: vn, is the first nonzero 
term of hJrr~l ; vnn is the first nonzero term smaller than vrz, and following 
vn, ; vn, is the first nonzero term smaller than vn, and follow-ing I’,% , and 
so forth. Obviously {~~,}~>r is a strictly decreasing subsequence of {v,Jnal 
with v --f 0 as k + CO. We call 
wl>17: 
(v, } L k21 the canonical subsequence of 
Let ~Lx be a sequence of positive numbers and 01 be an integer :zO 
with 
inf{@+lv, , v,,#O,n > 1) = 0. 
Obviously 
inf{n%,,v,fO,n 2 1) -0. 
LEMMA 2. If (n, “+1v&21 is the canonical subsequence of {TZ”+~V,},~~ and 
(mkav,k}K~l is the canonical subsequence of (n%,,},2,, , then the sequence of 
indices {n,},>,, is a subsequence of {mk)k>l . 
Proof. We show by induction that nj E {vz~}~>~ for any j > 1. in fact, 
n, E {mk}kal for n, = m, . We show that if n, E {m,},2., , for 1 < i <I j -- 1 
then nj has the same property. If this doesn’t hold then n, would be situated 
between two consecutive numbers mR : mh < nj < mh+l . But our assumption 
implies the relation m, < njpl <: mh+r is not possible. Thus nj_r c< m,, . 
By the definition of {n”,+l~nk},~l we deduce 
The definition of {mk.nvm,}rcal implies 
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and thus 
‘n;tvm < 11% ?I 3 n1 * 
This yields 
nr+lv J--1 n --1 G n;+lvn,. 
The last inequality is contradicted by the choice of rziavn’nj 
PROPOSITION 4. Let U : Ypl ---f 4 0 z be a continuous stationary linear 
operator. The condition (12) is equivalent to the following one: If for f E .Ypl 
the equation t Uy = f has solutions in F1 then it also possesses a regular solution, 
i.e. a solution y E 9’. 
Proof. As we have seen, the restriction of tU to Vn is V?-,, . It is imme- 
diate that if K-, f 0, then the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of Y’~~C-, is 
A”, . The subspace Vn can be represented as an orthogonal sum 
YR = iq”C~J @ dv(TJ 
w-m = Lz(“C-J @ .N(VJ. (17) 
Let D, be the restriction of K-, to S?(“C~J. By Lemma 1, D, is an iso- 
morphism of 9?(YYJ onto 9(“C-,) and 1 0;’ j = l/hPn, if “C-, # 0. 
Let .!%a, Na , gq resp. Ha, be closed in 9J’r linear envelopes of 
%(Y’~J, N(Y_,), 9?(“C-,) resp. .N(Y?J. Obviously &a is the kernel of tU. 
Moreover, 
tUP1 c @. (18) 
Assume that (12) holds and let g, be an element belonging to 9, v = 
c n cneint, so that the equation “Uy = ~JJ has solutions in .P’l. By (18) p E 9?d 
and thus c, E sS!(“C-,). If b, = D;ic, , then b,, E 9(“PJ. We put 
/J = Cn b,eint. If 6, =# 0, then 
‘bnj = ID;?,/ ~<jD;~)jc~j <ficn/ <KIn]“jcIEI, 
--n 
and thus I/J E pPz. Furthermore, we have 
tug = 1 tCenb,e2nt = c D,b,eint = 1 c,eint = ‘y. 
n n n 
This means that the equation “Uy = v also has solutions belonging to 9. 
Reciprocally, assume that if for v E P the equation “Uy = v has solutions 
in .GY1, then it also has a solution y E P. We show that (12) holds. For 
q > 0 we put 
~~~=inf(lnI*h_,,h-,,fO,/n/ al}. 
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There is p, so that pLn f 0. Suppose not: 
We denote 
pq = 0, for q =- 0, 1 7 , A.,... 
Pn i = inf{n4 h-, , h-, f 0, n 2 I) 
I%- = inf{i n I”X-, , X-, # 0, n c.. --I). 
Obviously pg = min(p *+-, yg-). There is a strictly increasing sequence of 
integers qh > 0 so that & = 0 (Iz =- 1, 2 ,... ), or pQh = 0 (12 =:: 1, 2 ,... ). 
Assume, for instance, pLr;h = 0 (h = 1, 2 ,... ). Then po4 --= 0 (q = I, 2 ,... ). 
From every sequence (u%-,~),~ Pi we choose the canonical subsequence 
@, ~--n*Jk21 . By Lemma 2 the sequence of indices (n,.k1,,C}k3i is a 
subsequence of (n,,}lC3i and thus {n,k)7Cai C (nqJkal for any h >: q. We 
consider now the diagonal sequence {n,h)llai . If h 2 q, then nhh E (n,kj,zl . 
For b& L,Jkal are canonical subsequences w-e have 
It follows that 
lim 7zq h - 0, hem hh -%h - for any integer q > 1. (19) 
We define the two-sided sequence of vectors {C&J as follows: dwnhh f 0, 
dBnhn E L2(Cnnh) with 
!dshh! = 1, +C* YY d -%ll -nhh 4khh -. ~ %Lhhd-nhh 
and d, = 0, for n 5 -+hh . This choice is always possible. We put 
g = 1 dneint. 
71 
Obviously g E Yz and g $ P. We put 
f =Z tiJg = c tC-,d,&t. 
Obviously 
and 
T-, d, = 0, for n f -%h 
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From (19) we deduce f~ Yr. The equation tUy = ,f has the solution y = g 
in 8’r. Since the kernel of 7J is Ma , any other solution of tUy = f has the 
following form: 
where d: E .N(Y-,). By (17) we have 
and thus g, $ BL. Thus f E @, the equation “Cy = f has solutions in Y’, 
but has no solution belonging to @, which is a contradiction! 
This implies there is an integer p 3 0, so that pD f 0. Then 
I np I L 2 CLD ? for n, L f 0 
and condition (12) holds. 
Remarks (a) Assume that (12) holds by [I] a 2n-periodic function f(t) is 
analytic if and only if there are (Y > 0, /3 > 0 so that the Fourier coefficients 
verify 
1 c, ( < LM?-fl’n’, for any integer 12. 
By the means of Proposition 4 one can show that if f (t) is analytic and t Uy = f 
has solutions belonging to ,Yz, then this equation also has an analytic solution. 
(b) The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) If tUyE82, thenyE@; 
(ii) (12) holds and the kernel of tU is of finite dimension. 
From Banach’s theorem and Propositions 3 and 4 we obtain 
THEOREM 2. Let U : P -+ 9 be a stationary continuous linear operator. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The equation “Uy = f has solutions if and only if .f is orthogonal 
to the solutions (in P) of the equation U‘x = 0; 
(ii) There are K > 0,p 3 0 so that 
A, > K i n I-n, .for any n, A, f 0; 
(iii) If for f E P1 the equation “Uy = f has solutions in P2, then it also 
has a regular solution, i.e. a solution y E .@. 
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4. STATIONARY SYSTEMS OF NEUTRAL TYPE 
Let A, B, C be 1 x l-matrices and f~ 9”. We look for the solutions, 
belonging to .Y”, of the system of the neutral type‘ 
Dy -:- -4y &y + CT,~ uy 7 j: (20) 
At the same time we look for the solutions, belonging to W, of the 
homogeneous system 
(21) 
Up, =: -19~ -(- tAp, + tBrphg, - T-, 09, for CpEY. 
The system (21) can be written UX :- 0 and (20) can be written “Uy =~-f. 
c? is the convolution by the operator & where 
fi -~- -I LX $ tA6 + tB6-,h - VI’ LX, , 
The Fourier coefficients of I? are 
Notice that the C,n are the values on the set of points (in, n, an integer) of the 
characteristic function of (20). A. s a matter of fact this is also true in the general 
case. Let hn2 be the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of C,*Cn (if C, == 0, we put 
h, = 0). By Theorem 2, we have 
THEOREM 3. The followin<g assertions are equivalent: 
(i) 7’he system (20) has solutions belonging to Y1, if and only if f is 
orthogonal to the solutions belonging to P of (21); 
(ii) ‘I-here are K >. 0,~ 2 0 so that 
A,, Kin ” for any n, h,, -$ 0; 
(iii) If for f E 9’ the system (20) has solutions belonging to -Y/l, then it 
has also a regular solution, i.e. a solution y E .Y’. 
The eigenvalues 1\1712 are very complicated functions of the coefficients 
d, B, C and exhibit very peculiar behavior. We shall see by studying a 
single neutral equation (I = 1) that there are cases when condition (ii) does 
not hold. However, we give a sufficient condition, which always holds for 
differential systems (B := C 0) and time lag systems (C = 0). Let I’ be 
the circle ! z = 1 of the complex plane. 
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THEOREM 4. If the matrix C has no eigenvalues on I’, then condition (ii) 
of Theorem 3 holds. 
Proof. Let 9 be the algebra of operators (matrices) G9 - Vz and 
2(z) =- 0 $- fC. 
By hypothesis, for ,9!(z), .z E r there is an cZ > 0 so that the elements of the 
open ball S(z, E,) of g with the center in 9(z) and the radius cZ are invertible. 
We assume that cZ is the greatest positive number having this property. 
Since r is compact, we have inf,,, z E f 0. Let E,) be a positive number so 
that E,, < infzer E, and .,&’ be the closed E,,-neighborhood of the set 
{2(2), x E r}. 
All the elements of J&’ are obviously invertible. Moreover, J& is closed and 
bounded in%. Since 99 is a space of finite dimension, ./Z is compact. Since 
the mapping M -+ 1 M-l / of&Z into the set of positive numbers is continuous, 
there is Kr > 0 so that 
I M-l I < 4 , for any MEA?. (22) 
We deduce that there is an integer n, > 0 so that 
-(in)-’ epinhC7, E A, for i n / >s n, . 
For / n 1 > n, , this implies C,, is invertible and, by (22), we deduce 
! n 1 1 C;’ / < Ki . Then 
1 
->KKnnl, 
! c-1 I 
for 1 n I 3 n, . 
n 
where K = l/K, . It remains to remark that h, = l/\ C;’ /, for \ n ( 3 n, . 
Remarks. (a) If the condition of Theorem 4 holds, then the matrices C;, 
are invertible for / n / 3 n, . According to Section 3, the homogeneous 
system “Uy = 0 associated to (20) h as a finite set of linear independent 
solutions. The relation (*+) makes us think that forf a continuous function, 
the solutions y of (20) possess a continuous derivative. 
(b) If the time lag h is rational, then (einh} is a finite set. In this case the 
condition of Theorem 4 can be replaced by the requirement that the matrix 
C should have no eigenvalue of the form einh. 
We shall now discuss in detail some of the situations which appear in the 
case of a single equation of neutral type (I = 1). Further we assume that 
A, B, C are real numbers and thus tA4 -= d, tB = B, X’ = C. The Fourier 
coefficients of R are 
C, = -in(l + Ceinh) + A + Beinh (23) 
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and h, = 1 C, 1. At the same time, we suppose 0 . . 17 . 2~. This hypothesis 
does not restrict the generality, for if 17 = 2/m -:- h, , 0 _’ 17, ’ )TT, 
(k = integer), th en T?, = 7h1 on 9’ and /Y’l. 
(1) C f + 1. In this case, by Theorem 4, condition (ii) of Theorem 3 
holds. 
(2) C = - 1 and h is commensurable with 271. In this case the sequence 
{einh} is periodic. Let 9 be the smallest positive period. Then C,, 7~ L1 -1 B, 
for n = mq. At the same time, there are K > 0 and an integer n,, ;> 0 so 
that 
ICY, 1 >Unl, for InI -,n,j, n + mq. 
Thus condition (ii) of Theorem 3 holds. Let us remark that if A + B = 0, 
then the kernels of L’ and tC’ are of infinite dimension and thus the 
homogeneous equation attached to (20) has generalized solutions. 
(3) C = 1 and h is commensurable with 277. This case can be discussed 
as case (2). We only remark that if the smallest positive period q of the 
sequence {einh} is odd, then there are K > 0 and an integer n,, > 0 so that 
I c,, ~ >Klni, for all n, / n / 2 7z0 .
(4) C = -1, Iz incommensurable with 27 and 1 A / f 1 B I. In this 
case 
C‘ln = A + B - 2 (B sin 2 + n cos - sin - T] y 
7711 4 2i (B ~-0s 2 ~~.. n sin F) (24) 
and 
C’, -= A ~ B + 2 (B cos F 
nh 




cos - + i sin - 
2 2 1 
. (25) 
Let n, be so that for / n 1 3 n, , we have 
Suppose ) n / > n, . If 1 sin nh/2 / ; n-2, then by (24) we deduce 
i C, ! 2 /A + B 2 (B sin $ + n cos Tj sin $ ( 
-,’ 1 A T B 1 ~ ; (1 B 1 + ! n I) 2 p2- IAS-& 2 2 pp’ 
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If 
and 
then by (24) we obtain 
Finally, if 
and B cos $ - n sin n$ < d- , 
Inl 
then by (25) we deduce 
Eventually 
2 
\C,l zn,, for every 1 n / > n, 
and condition (ii) of Theorem 3 holds. 
(5) C = 1, h incommensurable with 2~ and / A j f ( B /. This case 
can be discussed as in case (4). 
(6) C = -1, h incommensurable with 277 and A = -B. We have 
/C,) =21in+B/)sinnnp\, 
where p = h/277, thus 0 < p < 1. For any integer n there is a single integer 
m = m(n), so that 
-$<np-mm<. (26) 
Obviously n . m > 0. We have 
iC,i =2lin+Bl Isin+np--7n)l 





We are thus conducted to a problem concerning the approximation of the 
number p by rational numbers. \‘lJe distinguish two subcases: 
CL, such that there are K, >, 0 and p >:‘- 0 with 
I I p-; >A Inln ’ for any positive integers q, n(n # 0). (28) 
BY (27) 
B 
1C,( ,>T i+- 
K, 
n /,7,P-2’ 
for every n # 0 
and thus condition (ii) of Theorem 3 holds. 
(6s) p, such that there are no K, > 0 and p > 0 so that (28) holds. 
We remark that by [.5], the set of these numbers p E [0, I] is of zero Lebesgue’s 
measure and thus the corresponding set of time lags h = 27+ is also of zero 
Lebesgue’s measure. However, as it is shown in the theory of approximation 
of irrational numbers, this kind of numbers p exists. In case (6a), for any 
K, > 0 and p > 0, the inequality 
has an infinite set of solutions (q, n), q, n > 0. Obviously this set contains 
pairs for which n is as great as one likes. This yields that there is an infinite 
set of solutions (q, n) which also verify 1 np - 4 ~ -; 2-i. Let (mj , rzi) be 
these pairs. Obviously, they verify (26). By (27) we deduce 
Therefore for any K > 0 and p > 0 there are integers n so that 
In case (62) condition (ii) of Theorem 3 is not ver@ed. 
(7) C = 1, h incommensurable with 257 and A = B. This case can 
be discussed as in case (6). 
In the last two cases (8) C = - 1, h incommesurable with 2?r, A = B and 
(9) C = 1, h incommensurable with 27~, A = -B it is possible to show 
that condition (ii) of Theorem 3 holds for almost every h E [0,27r). 
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Remarks. (a) It seems interesting to point out that in case (6) Eq. (20) 
can be related to a functional equation considered in [I] in connection with 
other problems. In fact, in case (6), Eq. (20) can be written as 1)~ ~- Bz =f, 
where y - ~,,y = x. This functional equation was considered in other 
problems in [I]. 
(b) In case (6,) for any integer s > 1, one can choose an irrational p 
and a continuous perturbation f so that Eq. (20) has only solutions which 
are distributions of order 2s. 
(c) In case (6.J the kernel of U and tU are zero and thus anyfe 9” is 
orthogonal to the kernel of U. However, by Theorem 3 there is f~ 9’ so 
that Eq. (20) has no solutions. Moreover, if the irrational p can be sufficiently 
well approximated by rational numbers (and there are irrational numbers 
which can be approximated as well as one likes, see [S]), then we can even 
choose f belonging to .Y so that Eq. (20) h as no solutions belonging to 9’. 
This shows that the assertions of [6] are inexact. 
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